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Abstract 

The current focus of transportation policy around disruptive events is to adopt an engineering 

resilience-oriented approach, which focuses on returning assets to good workable order as soon as 

possible. This will remain critically important in the future to reduce the scale and severity of 

disruptive events which are likely to become more commonplace in many locations due to climate 

change. It is, however, only one part of ensuring that such events have more limited impacts on 

society and the economy. A broader consideration of societal resilience and responses outside the 

transport sector is needed. People travel in order to take part in activities (work, education, caring 

and so on), and a smarter resilience response requires us to better understand these activity 

patterns and intervene accordingly. There is significant adaptive capacity within society that could 

be better harnessed to reduce the impacts of disruptive events. 

The work also shows that many of our assumptions about the short and long run impacts of 

disruptive events need re-examining to get a fuller picture of the true economic effects of disruptive 

events on society and the economy. Without this it will be difficult to make the case for many types 

of resilience investment. 

This briefing paper presents evidence collected from new studies of behavioural adaptation during 

disruptive events and uses this to identify four areas for action to improve how we plan for 

resilience and how we assess the worth of different types of investment strategy: 

1. The development of Smart Resilience Strategies – which are a combination of transport and

non-transport responses which work together to minimize the impacts of temporary

infrastructure loss;

2. Measures to improve the usefulness, impact and co-ordination of communications with the

public and businesses during disruptions, enabling social adaptation and reducing time wasted

in unnecessarily perilous and extended journeys;

3. A continued programme of developing the capacity of travellers and businesses to adapt to

different events through greater multi-modality and an increase in smart and flexible working

practices; and

4. A reassessment of the approach to understanding the economic impacts of disruptive events

which extends well beyond the apparent reductions in flows and increases in journey times

observed on the networks and captures the societal and economic impacts in a more holistic

way.
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Policy context and introduction 

There is global recognition that climate change will impact on the “operation, financial, 

environmental and social performance” of infrastructure (EC, 2013). As previous reports by the 

International Transport Forum (ITF) show, the impacts will vary in different parts of the world but they 

will also be uncertain and difficult to predict (ITF, 2015). Much work is already underway by asset 

managers and service operators to understand current and potential future vulnerabilities and to change 

the way they manage their assets and investment plans to reduce these vulnerabilities (e.g. Volpe, 2015; 

DfT, 2015).  

Even with the most comprehensive plans in place, there is an acceptance that some degree of asset 

failure is inevitable given the scale and range of vulnerabilities. For example, the UK rail network 

operator estimated that 12% of its delays over the period since 2006 were a result of seasonal and 

weather-related events. Given the inevitability of disruption there is, therefore, a need to “focus on 

minimising the consequences of asset failure” (ITF, 2015). This has typically been considered as 

reducing the time it takes to put infrastructure back into usual working order, thereby removing the cause 

of the negative economic and social impacts. For example, in recent winter flooding at Gatwick Airport 

and the Port of Immingham in the UK, the loss of power and IT servers as part of the floods delayed the 

return of the assets to full operational conditions beyond the time it took to make the physical 

infrastructure serviceable again (DfT, 2014). These additional vulnerabilities can be identified and 

removed, sometimes at relatively low cost. 

This discussion paper looks at a third part of the response strategy which relates to better 

understanding the wider societal impacts on travellers, how they can and do respond to such events and, 

therefore, how agencies might implement better smarter disruption management plans. While network 

managers and service operators are important players in such an approach, the wider societal impacts 

relate to how business, healthcare and education establishments etc. respond to these events. Although 

improved information from transport organisations to travellers is part of this (ITF, 2015), issues such as 

working practices, broadband provision and temporary reconfiguration of how things are done in both 

the public and private sector are also important. 

A greater understanding of the broader societal impacts of such events is also important because 

“the economic rationale for investing in transport resilience is currently poorly developed and needs to be 

strengthened. Infrastructure operators in particular need to develop methodologies for estimating the 

economic and social costs of disruption” (DfT, 2014). Only by understanding the real societal impacts of 

these events can the case effectively be made for different levels of resilience spending so that 

investment can be effectively targeted. 

This discussion paper explores these issues as follows. In the next section, the assumptions 

underpinning the current practice of assessing resilience investments are explored. Next, the data on 

which the findings of this paper are based are introduced. The main analysis of key societal responses 

derived from the data are then presented before the paper identifies key conclusions and actions which 

will make for better preparedness for major transport disruptions in the short and long run. 
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 Engineering resilience, societal resilience and the economics of resilience 

Engineering resilience 

Engineering and economics are arguably the dominant disciplines in transport research and policy 

formation and these framings strongly steer the current approach to climate adaptation thinking in the 

sector. Engineering resilience looks at the availability or functionality of physical assets. It is 

straightforward to conceptualise breakdown or disruption to a physical system such as a bridge which 

might be closed for repairs or some rail track which is washed away in flooding (Zhu and Levinson, 

2010). 

The engineering resilience approach is reinforced, in part, by how our transport systems are 

governed. Systems of transport provision are often organised around modal infrastructure (road, rail, 

ports or airports) and these systems are generally organised or regulated around the availability of 

infrastructure. It is what owners and operators of infrastructure can be held to account for. Resilience in 

this context is often interpreted as putting back affected infrastructure to the agreed level of service 

following an incident (Quarmby, 2010). This is aligned with thinking from the field of 

engineering/operational resilience in which the two principal objectives are to stop disruptions happening 

in the first place, and if they do, to return the mode/service in question to full “normal” operation as 

quickly as possible (Holling, 1986; Figliozzi and Zhang, 2010; Begg et al., 2011). Here the disruption is 

to the asset and disruption is seen as being relative to some pre-determined engineering level of service 

(e.g. availability or capacity). Where it is considered, the use of the asset is factored in typically through 

consideration of volumes of traffic or volumes of “economically important traffic” typically using the 

asset. The severity of the impact of the asset failure is estimated through models or assumptions about 

the uniqueness of the asset and the extent to which alternative routes are available and at what delay and 

financial cost to the user. There is little attention paid to wider economic impacts neither beyond traveller 

delays nor of alternative adaptive responses that might occur across the economy.  

Societal resilience 

The societal resilience approach considers the impacts of disruption as being to the system of 

activities that depends on the infrastructure in question. Given that systems of activities develop over 

time, this means that their functioning often depends on the presumption that particular infrastructure 

will be available (Mattson and Jenelius, 2015). Although not specifically considering travel, Vollmer 

(2013: 2) focuses his insights around the key notion that what is disrupted by events is the “coordination 

of activities and expectations” within a collective entity. It is therefore not just the potential impact of 

disruption on an individual making a journey, but on the wider social systems of co-ordination (e.g. the 

dynamics of a work meeting involving participants from different branch offices, or a sports team having 

sufficient numbers to play) that we need to explore and understand to capture the real impacts of 

disruption. For example, we know that encouraging more people to work from home would be one way 

of reducing the potential negative impacts of infrastructure closures in an area. The extent to which this 

is possible is defined by what infrastructure is in place to support home working, the structure of 

employment in an area and what proportion of the population could home work. However, it is not just 

the potential to work from home but the "expectations" or "social norms" which, for example, shape how 
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acceptable it is to be late during these incidents or whether staff feel their employers support greater 

home working or flexing of their shift work during these periods. 

A final observation on the importance of a broader societal resilience approach is to note that this 

also allows for the long-term impacts of disruptions to be considered. As Graham and Thrift (2007: 5) 

note, recovery is the means by which society “produces learning, adaptation and improvisation.” If we 

only look at infrastructure then, once the infrastructure is repaired, the system returns to its previous level 

of service. However, people adapt and change their behaviours in response to disruptions (see the section 

on evidence on behavioural response) so, whilst the infrastructure may return to normal, some aspects of 

the underlying behaviours do not. Similarly, longer-term “expectations” may change. For some 

infrastructure it may become to be seen as normal that it is closed for several days in any particular 

winter (e.g. ferries or bridges due to high winds) and social adaptations are put in place to adapt to that 

(e.g. levels of stock holding in businesses). People may also now choose to live in places which are 

vulnerable to some transport disruption that they previously would not have if they know they can 

occasionally work from home to mitigate the consequences of relatively infrequent events. A key 

question for understanding the economic impacts of disruptive events is to what extent does repeated 

unreliability (and at what level) begin to make a difference to the attractiveness of places for inward 

investment? This again requires us to look beyond just the engineering outcomes. 

Transport appraisal, economics and resilience 

There have only been a handful of attempts to evaluate the costs of disruptions to the transport 

network caused by such low frequency, but high impact events, as well as the benefits of policies that 

minimise the impacts of such disruptions. The costs of freeway closures due to the 1994 Northridge 

earthquake in Los Angeles are estimated to have exceeded USD 1.6 million per day (Wesemann et al., 

1996), with the cost of the 2007 Minneapolis I-35W bridge collapse estimated to be between 

USD 71 000 and USD 220 000 per day (Xie and Levinson, 2011). The range of estimates is produced by 

different assumptions about traveller response and other calculations such as the value of time. However, 

the science here is under-developed (DfT, 2014) and it is only now, with the kind of evidence presented 

in this paper that we are beginning to understand the real impacts of these events on users and the wider 

economy. 

Laird et al. (2014) set out a series of challenges to the standard approaches adopted within 

transport appraisal which suggest that a new or significantly adapted set of techniques will be required to 

assess disruptive events and the worth of resilience interventions: 

• Some of the core assumptions in estimating costs and benefits are violated during periods

where there are very large increases in journey times and complete losses of a mode. For large

changes in travel costs, for example the linear assumption of a demand curve can lead to an

overestimation of the use costs, while the complete loss of a mode makes traditional

calculations intractable;

• We have relatively limited understanding of the marginal costs of disruption beyond single day

events. Values of lateness can be up to seven times the value of in-vehicle time (Wardman,

2001). However, it is not clear that such valuations hold during periods of extended disruption

where users’ expectations of the normal running of the network are also changed. Supply

chains may also become disproportionately impacted over time, dependent on stock holding

levels for example. It cannot be assumed that the impacts remain the same over time. The

impacts on the case for investment here are currently uncertain;
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• Transport appraisal only looks at impacts within the transport market. Whilst it can be the case 

that some disruptive events can be contained to just the transport system – for example 

transport closures of several hours due to fatalities on a railway line or a road – large parts of a 

local or regional economy can be affected by some disruptive events. School closures and 

leisure facility closures explain some of the drops in traffic levels and properties and businesses 

are flooded, all of which influence the change in traffic levels we observe. Transport is, in such 

cases, a secondary and not primary market. To understand the real impacts of these events 

would require the adoption of multiple market models (e.g. general equilibrium modelling). 

The current approach to understanding impacts is likely to be an underestimate of total costs. 

• Strategies of risk minimisation are also neglected and are hidden costs in the engineering 

resilience approach: for example businesses which keep additional stocks for disruptive events 

or adults who work less than they otherwise might to ensure childcare arrangements are robust. 

These examples of risk adverse behaviour imply firstly the likely existence of option values and 

secondly a potential shift in the long run supply curve with disruption (e.g. increased 

inventories both for households and businesses). The extent of these option values and risk 

minimising behaviours are not understood, nor is the balance between additional state 

expenditure on providing guarantees of particular levels of service and the expenditure which 

could then be foregone on such measures. The current approach is likely to underestimate some 

of these costs. 

It can be very difficult to justify expenditure on the grounds of resilience for some parts of the 

network because such events can be rare but high impact. Across the life of the assessment period of 

40 to 60 years the benefits of such events can be small relative to the daily benefits of congestion 

reduction and environmental improvement for example. Whilst the ideal is to design resilience into all 

new schemes, the reality is that large parts of our networks are aged and already exposed to these risks 

and the risks are growing. The case for intervening needs to be made, we suggest, on a clearer whole 

system understanding of the impacts of these events and it is necessary to look at the decision-making 

toolkit which underlies this. 

In this paper therefore, we explore evidence which considers not just the direct transport system 

responses as measured by flows, diversions and journey times but also the broader societal response. By 

broadening our field of interest we will also come closer to understanding the full social costs of 

adaptation during disruption. 
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Data sources 

The evidence reviewed in this paper consists of large sample surveys of: 

 A major snow and ice event in 2013 lasting over two weeks which led to the closure of 

motorways and airports as well as many minor roads. N = 2 417. 

 A major flooding event in 2014 across the south east of England which closed roads and rail 

lines for several days. N = 520. This is augmented by in-depth qualitative research of flooding in 

the historic city of York (2012). 

 The closure of the Forth Road Bridge in Scotland to all traffic for three weeks in December 

2015. We have a large sample survey of travellers N = 1 364 alongside data from traffic count 

sites and a smaller survey of affected businesses. 

 A large sample survey N = 2 700 of six areas of the UK seeking to understand adaptive capacity 

amongst travellers. 

There are two important aspects to note about these data sets. First, for the three data sets collected 

on actual disruptions, these were all collected during the period of the disruption itself. Almost all of the 

data in the literature to date has been generated from travellers’ post hoc reflections, which are inevitably 

subject to significant recall issues and response bias. 

Second, the data covers a range of circumstances in a range of contexts within the UK. The Forth 

Road Bridge closure was a clearly defined infrastructure failure where there was a government agency 

tasked with managing that failure and implementing a response plan. The flooding research covered a 

large area of Southwest England. The flooding affected a large number of road and rail routes in the area 

for, in some cases, several weeks. However, there were also parts of the network which were not 

affected. The winter weather survey was conducted over several of the worst affected areas of England 

and Scotland. The impacts varied day to day with the weather but the freezing temperatures meant that 

large areas were impacted for one or two weeks with much less clarity over exactly where in the network 

impacts would occur. Taken together they provide an interesting set of responses and we pick out 

commonalities but also differences which relate to each type of incident. It is not the intention here to 

suggest that the UK data is representative of other contexts but rather to identify themes which could be 

expected to be evident in a range of places. Further evidence from other sources also collected during the 

disruptions is used to reinforce this where it is available. 

Data collection for the snow/ice and flooding surveys took the form of online panel surveys which 

sampled from the UK's largest commercial panel of respondents as maintained by the market research 

company Research Now. Specific geographical and socio-economic quotas were put in place to ensure 

that both surveys were statistically representative for the regions being surveyed. In practice this resulted 

in a number of screening questions being asked of prospective respondents to ensure that only "in-scope" 

respondents were included in the survey. A pilot "soft launch" took place prior to the main surveys in 

order to sense check responses and to test the technical functioning of the online surveys. It was 
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important that the surveys were undertaken whilst the disruptions were underway in order to capture 

respondent's real time responses rather than rely on recollection. The size of the commercial panel 

enabled a large number of respondents to be contacted within a short space of time. 

A different approach was taken when collecting data for the Forth Road Bridge closure survey. An 

online panel approach was initially considered, however discussions with Research Now and other panel 

providers surmised that it would be difficult and extremely costly to obtain a sizeable in-scope sample. 

Instead a mixed-mode approach was developed which utilised: (1) an online survey promoted via 

Twitter; (2) a postal survey mailed directly to 9 500 households in areas affected by the disruption; and 

(3) the distribution of self-complete paper surveys to passengers boarding train services operating across 

the Forth Rail bridge and to passengers boarding direct coach services at a park and ride site travelling to 

Edinburgh via an alternative bridge with a significant detour. 

In addition, a questionnaire was designed to provide an overview of public perceptions of 

disruption and how they are experienced and managed. This was administered in six different "Travel to 

Work Areas (TTWA)" in the UK in September 2013. TTWA are statistically derived geographical 

regions based on UK Census data that describe self-contained labour markets where at least 75% of the 

area’s resident workforce also works in the area and at least 75% of the people who work in the area also 

live in the area. Once again a market research company was used to provide an online sample (in this 

case YouGov) and age and gender quotas were applied to ensure a representative sample with additional 

corrective weights applied among the 2 700 final respondents. 
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Evidence on behavioural response 

This section presents some headline findings which emerge from the various different sources of 

data. The response set open to people during the closure of one or several stretches of major 

infrastructure is, typically, the same set which people use when their journey goes wrong or they need to 

do things differently on any other day. They need to decide whether to: 

 continue to do the activity; 

 continue to the same destination to do that activity or change it; 

 continue to use the same mode of transport and route or change it; 

 continue to make the journey there and back at the same time or vary this; 

 re-organise the activity for another day and do something else; 

 cancel the activity altogether and do something else. 

Various combinations of these may be adopted for any one trip. Over the course of days and 

weeks, different combinations may be deployed (for example travel to work on fewer days and go by 

train instead of car when travel cannot be avoided). 

People Experience Disruptions all of the time 

Our data suggests that dealing with disruption to travel patterns is a fairly normalised part of life. 

Many people experience regular disruption and therefore have already developed some strategies for how 

to respond to it. Figure 1 below from the six city survey shows that just over 1 in 10 people deal with a 

disruption each week as part of their everyday life.  

Whilst everyday roadworks are a major source of disruption to journeys, people report having to 

change and adapt how they travel for a wide range of reasons as shown in Table 1. Just over 50% of 

respondents had been affected by at least one of these events in the last month. In the past year, 60% of 

respondents reported having been affected by bad weather. 
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Figure 1.  Frequency with which everyday activities are disrupted  

(Six City Survey, N=2 700 (weighted)) 

 
 

In an open question, respondents were asked to report "the type of events that cause the greatest 

amount of disruption in your life that cause you to have to do something differently to what you were 

expecting to do." The results revealed that disruptions originating from the transport system or weather 

are responsible for only just over half of these events (Figure 2). 

Table 1.  Experience of different disruptive events 

When was the last time (if at all) your daily 

activities were disrupted by the following types 

of events? 

Within 

the past 

month 

More 

than a 

month 

ago, but 

within 

the past 

year 

More 

than a 

year ago, 

but 

within 

the past 

5 years 

More 

than 5 

years 

ago 

Never 

Bad weather conditions 4.3% 55.9% 30.8% 3.2% 5.7% 

Industrial strike action somewhere on the 

transport system 

0.9% 13.7% 28.6% 21.1% 35.7% 

Road works 42.2% 30.6% 12.6% 4.1% 10.5% 

Accident or mechanical failure on public 

transport 

12.8% 23.3% 21.8% 14.4% 27.6% 

Having to care for a friend or relative 

(including children) 

8.6% 19.0% 16.3% 12.4% 43.7% 

At least one of the above 50.7% 35.8% 16.3% 9.7% 3.8% 

(N=2 700 (weighted)) 
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Figure 2.  Types of events that caused the most disruption  

(open question on Six City Survey, N=1 782 (weighted)) 

 
 

Finding data on disruption at the system level is more difficult. However, the UK rail industry 

does report this information, partly because of the regulatory mechanisms in place around the vertical 

separation between network operator and various train operating companies, which requires a very 

formalised process of examining the causes of delays to rail users. Over the period 2006/07 to 2014/15 

compensation payments to the operators attributed to weather reached more than GBP 50m per annum. 

There were significant impacts on train performance “from the severe weather events during 2007, 2012 

and 2013 from rainfall, and 2009 and 2010 from snowfall. In terms of the proportion of delay minutes, 

weather and seasonal events on average caused 12% of all delays experienced during this period.” 

(Network Rail, 2015: 9). 

Again, whilst significant and highly concentrated in time when they do occur, weather events still 

only account for 12% of all delays. Put another way, 88% of delays on the rail network are not weather 

resilience-related and justifying resilience expenditure needs to be seen in this context. Over time, of 

course, climate projections suggest there will be increased risks of weather related events. This also 

seems to be understood by the public. In our survey of areas affected by flooding, 66% of respondents 

agreed that disruption to transport systems was going to increase in the future with only 6% disagreeing 

with that. 
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For short-run disruptions there is a lot of adaptive capacity 

The remaining data on which this briefing paper is based relates to data collected during disruptive 

events lasting days and weeks rather than months. Whilst they do not cover disasters, the adaptations 

nonetheless take place over significant time periods and are representative of many disruptions to 

infrastructure where temporary loss and damage rather than complete destruction is found. In such 

circumstances we find a very significant range of behavioural responses, only some of which have 

traditionally been measured. 

Focussing initially on employment, there exists a significant potential to adopt more flexible 

working arrangements during periods of disruption. This includes working from home, working flexible 

hours and reallocating tasks within teams or across offices. 

In Edinburgh, during the Forth Road Bridge Closure in December 2015, there was a headline 

reduction in the number of days people travelled to work of 0.4 days per person per week. Three-quarters 

of this was offset by home working. The remainder may be explained by greater use of flexible working 

arrangements such as flexi-time to work more intensively on days when travel was made (14% of 

respondents reported reducing the frequency of work trips) although 11% of respondents also reported 

cancelling at least one commute trip during the closure. The largest reduction was in people travelling to 

work five days a week which decreased from 63% to 51% of commuters.  

Similar adaptations were revealed during the winter-weather and flooding disruptions studied. 

Table 2 shows the range of behavioural response for work and business travel during the winter weather 

survey and on day one and then subsequent days from the flooding survey. 

The winter weather event appears to have had greater impacts on work and business travel due to 

its coverage of many routes at a regional scale. In addition, 80% of the respondents with children had to 

cancel their work trips because local schools were closed and they had to take on childcare 

responsibilities, irrespective of the safety and availability of their routes to work.   

Very few commute and business trips are cancelled due to flooding. Although effects are small, 

there is less cancellation in commute trips in particular beyond the initial day of uncertainty. Again, there 

is more rearrangement and conducting of activities from home or in other places than there is 

cancellation of commute and business activities. 

Table 2.  Impacts of disruptions on work and business journeys 

Activity Delayed 

start 

Postponed Cancel New 

destination 

Conducted 

at home 

Other n 

Commute  

Winter  49% 8% 41% 2% 12% 5% 974 

Flood day 1 29% 5% 9% 3% 3% 3% 627 

Flood beyond day 1 27% 5% 6% 3% 4% 3% 629 

Business 

Winter  21% 41% 41% 2% 5% 4% 126 

Flood day 1 10% 8% 6% 3% 1% 0% 567 

Flood beyond day 1 10% 7% 5% 4% 2% 1% 566 
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Turning to non-work trips (see Figure 3), we find that reductions in the frequency and changes of 

the location on non-work trips are the most common responses although significant amounts of 

cancellation are also evident. 

Figure 3.  Non-work trip responses during disruptions 

 
 

When interpreting changes to non-work activities there are several factors to consider. First, where 

people are continuing to travel to work and the journey times are longer than is normally the case, then 

there is less free time in the evening to make non-work trips. Second, the activities themselves may have 

been affected (e.g. outdoor sports). Beyond this, there seems to be significant shifting of destinations for 

shopping, typically to more local food shopping and to alternative and more easily accessible non-food 

shopping. There is also evidence of delaying shopping by a day or two to avoid travelling in bad 

conditions.  

There is a tendency in policy and appraisal to treat non-work trips as less economically important 

than work trips and certainly for the focus of any adaptive actions by governments and operators to focus 

on the peak. Many leisure trips are however fundamental to the tourism and entertainment industries, so 

whilst cancellation may have a small direct personal welfare loss for the traveller it may have a more 

direct impact on some businesses. In addition, a range of trips have significant societal value. Around 4% 

of health appointments were cancelled and 6 to 9% were postponed which has direct costs to the health 

care system as well as potential impacts to those missing or delaying treatment. Some people have 

critical on-going treatments and must travel anyway, often at great personal stress.  

We have also interviewed people very negatively affected by missing special events such as 

funerals and weddings which cannot be rescheduled. Many people visit family and friends as part of 

caring responsibilities and do not see these trips as the kind of "discretionary" travel they are often 

assumed to be. Our data suggests that greater attention should be given to a holistic understanding of the 
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impacts of disruption on activities and wellbeing. Here it seems likely that traditional estimates of "value 

of time" do not hold as they are determined from asking about responses in circumstances that are 

experienced more often (such as a cancelled train). 

Finally in this section we examine impacts of events on mode shifting and re-routing. The 

circumstances of each disruption and the availability and capacity of alternative modes and routes to 

cope with substantially different patterns of travel will vary from place to place. The loss of 

infrastructure such as a bridge in a rural setting may lead to very significant diversionary journey times 

as there are limited alternatives (Guiver, 2011). However, there can be lengthy diversions in urban areas 

where networks are already at capacity which significantly extend journey times. 

Distance can be a proxy for the likelihood of being exposed to weather events (all else being 

equal). As Figure 4 (from the flooding survey) shows, shorter journeys were more likely to just carry on 

as before whilst longer journeys were more likely to shift to another form of transport and/or be 

rescheduled. In addition, it is notable that short trips were less likely to be rearranged. 

In both the flooding and Forth Road Bridge closure research we found very substantial increases in 

journey times. In the case of flooding in York, travellers reported journeys which would typically take 

20 minutes becoming sometimes up to 90 minutes. This was a dynamic and changing situation and 

people reported not being sure how long it would take them to get places. In Edinburgh, where a clear 

diversionary route was set up and actively promoted by the roads authorities, journey times by car 

doubled from 45 minutes to 90 minutes and by bus from 66 minutes to 102 minutes. The key point for 

understanding the economic impacts of these journey time changes is that they are not small increments. 

Much understanding of delay values of time and unreliability comes from looking at relatively small 

changes in the context of daily journeys (e.g. the late train or worse than usual congestion). We return to 

the significance of this for understanding how to value disruption later. 
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Figure 4.  Mode shift and cancellation by distance travelled during flooding 

 
 

In Edinburgh, a rail link remained open and extra services were provided which attracted a 

significant proportion of people who used the road bridge by car or bus before the closure. However, 

modal transfer points were challenging for travellers, with over 65% of users reporting parking provision 

at train stations as poor or very poor, with an equivalent figure of 76% for bus users accessing the 

stations via bus. This is a key issue for the provision of both special alternative services during 

disruption, or for users seeking to use a different existing mode/service. If transport infrastructure and 

services are operating at or close to capacity in a "normal" situation then it is likely that they will not 

cope effectively with an additional demand surge resulting from disruption. Insufficient parking spaces 

and limited boarding capacity mean additional service provision needs to be well planned in advance, 

along with detailed consideration of how people will actually access the extra services in practice.  

In York, where the road network has little spare capacity, the loss of even small amounts of 

infrastructure can cause gridlock relatively quickly. Here, where many journeys are relatively short, 

cycling provides an easy alternative. However, parts of the cycle infrastructure are also prone to flooding 

so a more resilient cycle infrastructure and clear routing for flood days is necessary if this is to fulfil its 

potential. We revisit the measures that can be taken in the Section on Implications. However, it seems 

certain that reconfiguring activities to take as many trips off the network as possible during the peak is 

critical to making the most of any modal response strategies. 
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Evidence on what supports adaptive capacity 

There are a number of elements which appear to correspond either with greater reported adaptive 

capacity or which are indicative of greater adaptive capacity within the system. 

The first element to consider is experience. There is evidence (see Table 3 for some example data) 

that those people who experience disruptions more frequently are better able to adapt as exhibited by 

greater percentages working from home and greater percentages using other modes of transport. Work in 

the City of York around flooding showed that those who were new to York since the last big flood in 

2000 were prone to make poor choices about where would be affected and how badly, thus setting off on 

journeys which were ultimately very time consuming. 

Table 3.  Responses based on experience of previous flooding disruption (all activities) 

Activity Carried 

on 

Conducted 

at home 

Another 

form of 

transport 

Cancelled Rearranged Someone 

else 

New 

destination 

Other 

0 times 37% 5% 15% 24% 19% 1% 11% 4% 

1-2 

times 44% 10% 14% 23% 20% 3% 6% 9% 

3-6 

times 38% 11% 19% 24% 19% 4% 7% 8% 

7+ 

times 27% 12% 25% 26% 19% 4% 5% 7% 

 

A key element of the ability to switch forms of transport for different journeys is a prior 

understanding of those transport options and how to use them. Experience of travelling by different 

forms of transport is therefore also a key part of adaptive capacity within the system. Whilst in many 

developed countries the car is the dominant mode, many people are in fact multi-modal across the week 

(Heinen and Chatterjee, 2015). The survey of six cities identifies distinct clusters of travellers with 

different levels of multi-modality (Figure 5). Here, for example, whilst the red circle represents almost 

exclusive car use, the blue represents a mix of car use and alternative (walk and cycle) modes and the 

green a mix of public transport and walk and cycle. The research found that the higher the car use, the 

lower the expectation of disruption to happen frequently compared to other mode users. But people who 

rely on active modes are the least likely to say disruption has a major impact on their lives. Policies 

which promote multi-modality in daily travel for health, congestion or environmental reasons should 

support the skills needed for greater travel flexibility during moments of disruption. 
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Figure 5.  Ternary plot of mode share across all trips  

(Six City Survey, N= 2 700) 

 
The role of workplaces and the expectations that they set out for their workers also influences the 

extent to which flexibility in travelling to work can be adopted. Our data show that the level of flexibility 

apparent varies substantially between job types. The potential to switch some employees to home 

working and thus remove some commuting traffic during periods when transport networks are operating 

over capacity due to the loss of some infrastructure therefore offers a potentially significant benefit to 

those who have to continue to travel. 

Table 4.  How the employer attitude to changing working patterns impacts travel choices 

Survey % Response Employer attitude 

Very 

accommodating 

Very 

unaccommodating 

Flooding % Carried On 55 67 

% Work From Home 12 0 

Winter weather % Carried On 30 40 

% Work From Home 24 18 

 

There is clearly the potential to do more to maximise the capability of employees to work from 

home. As with the example of prior knowledge of different transport modes we identify above, this is 

easier if it is something which sometimes happens anyway in the course of "normal" work, as then 

employees have appropriate/sufficient equipment, communications options and working protocols near at 

hand to make it possible. During the Forth Road Bridge closure, 84% of respondents reported home 

working being possible. Of these 84%, 38% of employers were supportive of home working (a great deal 

or quite a bit) but 42% were not supportive of home working. 90% of respondents reported flexible 
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working being possible (e.g. longer hours on some days). 57% of employers were supportive of flexible 

working (a great deal or quite a bit) and only 18% were not supportive of flexible working. Even for 

those with no ability to work from home, different shift arrangements can be implemented to increase the 

intensity of each work trip and reduce the total trip volume. 

There is also evidence that strong social networks are important during periods of disruption. 

There is the potential for role reallocation as a means of overcoming the constraints of longer journey 

times for example and this is used for 3% to 4% of journeys across the flooding and winter weather 

disruptions. This is easier within a household with two adults, whilst lone parents reported feeling 

particularly vulnerable to disruptions due to tight schedules and a reliance on favours from others if 

things went wrong. Similarly, additional out-of-pocket expenses may be incurred if public transport 

season tickets cannot be used or if car drivers switch for one or two days to public transport. Lower 

income travellers will therefore have fewer affordable response options, especially as short 

notice/immediate travel tickets are premium priced.  

Longer-term behavioural impacts 

For the vast majority of travellers, short periods of disruption are tolerated or coped with and then, 

when the infrastructure or services return to their previous state, they return to their previous patterns. As 

Graham and Thrift (2007) suggested however, periods of disruption are also times where adaptation and 

innovation occur.  

During the Forth Road Bridge Closure travellers were asked about the likelihood of returning to 

their previous behaviours: 

 8% of travellers reported being not at all or very unlikely to return to their previous frequency 

 of travel; 

 7% reported being not at all or very unlikely to return to the previous timing of travel; 

 6% reported being not at all or very unlikely to return to the previous mode of travel. 

Our suggestion here is not that such events can be seen to be catalysts for behaviour change per se. 

However, they do reveal that at any point in time some people have settled into a travel rhythm and 

frequency of travel that might not actually be optimal for them. As companies and individuals are forced 

into finding ways of accommodating disruption, new and better ways of working can be created. When 

the infrastructure is put back in working order not all of the flows that previously used that infrastructure 

will necessarily return to use it in the same way or with the same intensity.  

More generally, the realisation that significant percentages of people can think through changing 

their travel behaviour (in challenging circumstances) suggests that there exists the potential for more 

planned behaviour change interventions to shift travel demand on the network. We note however that the 

long-term impacts of such interventions are not well understood (Parkes et al., 2016). In a similar way to 

the development of multi-modal skills over time, developing experience of more flexible working will 

enable that strategy to be more effectively deployed in a range of circumstances including infrastructure 

disruption. The smart city of the future and smart resilience responses should take seriously the potential 

to adapt demand on a daily basis through effective management. 
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Information 

There is recognition amongst governments, network operators and service providers about the 

importance of communication during periods of disruption: “It is obviously very important that transport 

and network operators communicate with passengers and other stakeholders as clearly as possible on 

how services are being affected by the weather, or as a result of weather induced damage to 

infrastructure. Achieving this with maximum effect requires an understanding of the available 

information channels and how those are being used by travellers and freight customers.” (DfT, 2014: 34) 

Our work across all of the surveys suggests that communication must continue to be through a 

wide range of channels. Whilst there are differences between how different groups access information 

and how they use them (Table 5), it is the large range of information channels which are accessed which 

stand out and which, therefore, raise challenges of the provision of consistent information and guidance 

across modes and areas. 

Table 5.  Most accessed information sources by age group (Forth Road Bridge) 

Rank 16-29 years 30-39 years 40-49 years 50-59 years 60-69 years 

1 TV TV TV TV TV 

2 Train website Train website Radio Radio Radio 

3 Radio Radio Train website Train website Train website 

4 Facebook Facebook Government 

website 

Government 

website 

Newspaper 

5 Government 

website 

Government 

website 

Facebook Newspaper Government 

website 

6 Official Twitter 

feeds 

Official Twitter 

feeds 

Newspaper Facebook Bus website 

 

There is a greater prevalence of social media use in the under 40s, with Facebook and Twitter most 

popular in this age group. Twitter was less used by over 40s and Facebook by over 60s. As well as 

considering which channels people access, it is essential to understand what they found useful. The three 

sources with the highest scores of "very helpful" across all respondents were: Radio news (18%); Official 

Twitter feeds (16%) and Facebook (15%). 

When looking only within those people that use each source we see a similar picture. Overall 

helpfulness (very helpful or helpful) from users of that source were: Official twitter (75%), Facebook 

(73%), Radio news (71%), Un-official Twitter (66%) and Train company website (66%). 

This suggests very strongly that whilst users will access lots of sources of information, the more 

dynamic sources of information are deemed to be the most helpful with other channels such as TV, 

newspaper and government websites being used perhaps more for context. This was found also in the 

response to Hurricane Sandy in New York City where posting images of flooded subway stations and 

closed facilities was used to reinforce traditional text based warnings of infrastructure closures (Kaufman 

et al., 2012). 
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Implications for resilience planning 

This briefing paper has marshalled evidence from several studies collecting data on travel and 

wider activity system responses to disruptive events. It represents unique analysis that suggests some 

new implications for resilience planning that go beyond the substantive work already underway on the 

design of more resilient infrastructure. The key implications for agencies, operators and governments are 

set out below. 

A smart resilience strategy is a combination of transport and non-transport responses 

People travel to take part in activities. Focussing on the transport system response is important 

(discussed further below) but is not sufficient. Interventions and actions should address how to reduce 

the need to travel and the frequency of travel, to shift demand away from the peak and change the 

destinations people are accessing. This reduces the scale of the transport management task whilst also 

continuing to support a well-functioning economy. Measures could include: 

• Reliable ubiquitous broadband in communities likely to be affected by road closures; 

• Pro-active company policies to reduce the proportions of staff physically accessing work on 

special weather days; 

• Temporary shifts to school opening hours and/or pre and after school care to enable parents to 

avoid travelling in the peak; 

• Work with supermarkets to offer discounts for home shopping; 

• Clear communication about facilities which are closed as a result of bad weather; 

• Opening up spare office space for colleagues from elsewhere in the business or from other local 

companies (see Kaufman et al., 2012 following Hurricane Sandy); 

• Reallocating medical appointments to the nearest reachable service and rescheduling some 

appointments (see Guiver, 2011); 

• Postponing non-urgent public sector meetings and travel and encouraging the private sector to 

do the same (see Parkes et al., 2016). 

 

Better targeted information is urgently needed 

Our work showed that dynamic, real-time information sources are perceived as more helpful than 

alternative sources of information about disruption. It is also now understood that including pictures of 

infrastructure problems helps to communicate to the public how significant the delays or how long term 

the problems are likely be. Nonetheless, there is not much good practice written down about how to more 
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intelligently target information at travellers so that they are fully aware of the likely journey times they 

face and the alternative options that exist for them. This is critically important because our evidence 

suggests that many people will not have experienced these events before and, even amongst more 

experienced citizens, poor choices are being made which lead to very extended journey times which 

would otherwise be avoided. Some potential avenues for investigation: 

• There needs to be greater geo-precision of problems on the network. During flooding static 

signs are often used but not always trusted (or up to date) and sometimes only encountered late 

in the route choice process; 

• Floodline information reports river levels but this does not correspond to actionable 

information for travellers who need to know which routes will become affected. There is scope 

for better integration of the water and road network management teams; 

• Smart phone technology should allow users to access route-specific information and to be 

informed about favourite routes. However, user literacy with these technologies is not yet high 

enough. Better data on the evolution of journey times is also needed if people are to avoid 

setting off on journeys which it subsequently becomes difficult to finish or return from; 

• Because of the variety of information sources, there needs to be co-ordination amongst the 

different providers to ensure that consistent advice is being given (e.g. if advice is being given 

not to travel to the rail station then refunds on pre-booked tickets should be assured). 

 

The skills needed for resilience response are the skills needed to promote more sustainable 

travel and these need to be put together 

During a period of disruption we are essentially asking society to quickly adapt and begin to move 

around by different modes, at different times of day, or to move less. These are all core messages in 

thinking about travel behaviour change more generally. We know that travellers who are unfamiliar with 

multiple modes find it more difficult to change. We know that working from home is easier during 

disruptions if you already have the kit and processes to support doing it. Adaptive capacity is an 

important part of the response to disruptions and it can be developed. One measure of the vulnerability of 

cities is the extent to which their networks are overly dependent on one form of transport and the extent 

to which that form of transport is itself subject to disruption. This suggests the following types of 

intervention will support better responses during disruptions (see also www.fleximobility.solutions): 

• A strong programme of workplace travel planning; 

• The use of events and incentives (e.g. Christmas Shopping, car free days, free tickets) to 

develop familiarisation with public transport for non-users; 

• The presence of a good cycle networks (which also have flood resilience); 

• Personalised travel planning to raise awareness of options. 
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The economic impacts of disruptive events need re-examining as does the basis for the 

appraisal of investments for resilience  

It can be very difficult to justify expenditure on the grounds of resilience for some parts of the 

network because such events can be rare but high impact. However, across the life of the assessment 

period of sometimes up to 60 years, the benefits of avoiding such events can be small relative to the daily 

benefits of congestion reduction and environmental improvement for example. Whilst the ideal is to 

design resilience into all new schemes, the reality is that large parts of our networks are ageing and 

already exposed to these risks and the risks are growing. Our networks will be exposed to an increasing 

number of weather related events in future. The case for intervening needs to be made, we suggest, on a 

clearer whole system understanding of the impacts of these events and it is necessary to look at the 

decision-making toolkit which underlies this. In particular our evidence shows that: 

• There are very large increases in journey times and complete losses of modes during some 

events which violates the traditional calculation of costs of disruption; 

• Disruptive events play out over time and yet we have no tools available to us which explain 

how significant delays or loss of service are in the immediate aftermath of an event, in the days 

that follow or over longer time periods. There is little therefore to guide assessments of the 

cost-effectiveness of alternative provision or to compare the costs of several short events of two 

days compared with a loss of two weeks or a month; 

• Many of the impacts are well beyond the transport market (closure and damage of buildings, 

schools, facilities, farmland). Transport is here a secondary and not primary market. To 

understand the real impacts of these events would require the adoption of multiple market 

models (e.g. general equilibrium modelling); 

• Strategies of risk minimisation are evident: for example households and businesses keeping 

additional stocks for the disruptive events or adults who work less than they otherwise might to 

ensure childcare arrangements are robust. These examples of risk-averse behaviour imply 

firstly the likely existence of option values and secondly a potential shift in the long-run supply 

curve with disruption (e.g. increased inventories both for households and businesses). These 

shifts are not well understood and not factored into decision-making. 

Whilst it is not possible in this report to provide a definitive statement about the absolute 

importance of these factors (the content of each event matters and some of the data has not been collected 

systematically) there is a risk that current methods are over estimating some aspects of short-run impacts 

(events of a small number of days) where adaptation is more feasible and underestimating the impacts of 

longer run events or events which occur on multiple occasions.  
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